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Hebrews
2001

one of early christianity s most carefully crafted sermons epistle to the
hebrews addresses listeners who have experienced the elation of
conversion and the heat of hostility but who now must confront the
formidable task of remaining faithful in a society that rejects their
commitments the letter probes into the one of most profound questions
of faith if it is god s will that believers be crowned with glory and honor
why are the faithful subject to suffering and shame through the stories of
abraham and sarah moses and rahab whose faith enabled them to
overcome severe trials and conflicts and through the story of jesus
himself whose sufferings opened the way to god s presence for all the
sermon confirms the foundations of the christian faith in a magisterial
introduction koester presents a compelling portrait of the early christian
community and examines the debates that have surrounded epistle to
the hebrews for two millennia drawing on his knowledge of classical
rhetoric he clarifies the book s arguments and discusses the use of
evocative language and imagery to appeal to its audience s minds
emotions and will providing an authoritative accessible discussion of the
book s high priestly christology this landmark commentary charts new
directions for the interpretation of epistle to the hebrews and its
influence on christian theology and worship

Revelation
1975

the book of revelation also called the apocalypse of john encourages
christians to be faithful to their lord jesus christ through a rich mixture of
symbolism and images perhaps the most puzzling book in all scripture
revelation introduces bowls and scrolls saints and angels horsemen and
beasts the bride and the lamb in a wondrous end times drama the scene
shifts from cataclysmic battles to the climax of a new heaven and new
earth in the end the reader is exhorted to heed the words of this stunning
prophecy dr ford addresses the seemingly infinite questions surrounding
the book of revelation issues of authorship date literary composition
theology audience purpose and the meaning of john s now obscure
symbolism occupy ford throughout traditionally revelation is the final new
testament book but its theology imagery and historical content suggest it
might be the transitional link between the hebrew bible and the new
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testament contrary to general scholarly opinion ford identifies the writer
as the hebrew prophet and forerunner of jesus john the baptist not john
the evangelist she conjectures that the baptist spread his fiery
apocalyptic visions decades before the first gospels were completed
along with a fresh new translation of the book the author s insightful
commentary and unique conclusions make for captivating reading in light
of both ancient writings and recent archaeological discoveries dr ford
shows what this baffling work meant to first century believers and what it
means for christians today j massyngberde ford is professor of new
testament studies at the university of notre dame in indiana

Judges
2005

judges records the birth pangs of the israelite nation from the conquest
to the settlement the conflicts in this book military political and religious
reveal a nascent israel struggling to define itself as a people the period of
the judges c 1200 1100 b c e was fraught with intertribal struggles
skirmishes and pitched battles with neighboring peoples and the
constant threat of assimilation the israelites repeatedly turned away from
their god ignored his commandments worshiped other gods and
continually sinned yahweh raised up judges to lead the people back to
covenant faithfulness in their several roles as priest prophet and military
chief of staff these judges heeded god s call and led the people in the
book of judges we get rare glimpses into the exceptional qualities and
human frailties of these leaders the approachable stories the humor and
even the criticism of the children of israel and the judges surprisingly
illuminate a people in transition boling s in depth introduction and
commentary explain the historical background the sociocultural and
religious milieu and the literary complexities of the book his fresh
translation draws the modern reader into the dynamic stories while
conveying the nuance of the hebrew text

Joshua
1982

introduction by jane jacobs set from the 1906 first edition
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The Anchor Bible: Wisdom of Solomon
1964

the anchor bible is known for its tradition of excellence in biblical
scholarship and a commitment to advancing biblical understanding in the
21st century the anchor yale bible series previously the anchor bible
series is a renowned publishing program that for more than 50 years has
produced books devoted to the latest scholarship on the bible and
biblical topics yale university press having acquired this prestigious
series in 2007 is now proud to offer all previously published anchor bible
titles as well as new books more than 115 titles in all many more
volumes are in progress as the ayb editorial board under the direction of
general editor john j collins vigorously pursues the goal of bringing to a
wide audience the most important new ideas the latest research findings
and the clearest possible analysis of the bible widely recognized as the
flagship of american biblical scholarship the anchor yale bible series is
comprised of the anchor yale bible commentary series a book by book
translation and exegesis of the hebrew bible the new testament and the
apocrypha more than 80 titles in all the anchor yale bible dictionary a
state of the art dictionary in six volumes with more than 6 000 entries
from 800 international scholars the anchor yale bible reference library
more than 25 volumes by foremost scholars from a variety of religious
backgrounds who focus on broad biblical themes publisher

Tobit
1996

written five centuries ago by a humble monk named thomas a kempis
this timeless message of following christ s teachings continues to be a
source of spiritual strength for people of all needs

II Corinthians
1995-03

nothing speaks more highly for a commentary than how valuable it is to
pastors and scholars students and interested readers by all accounts
victor paul furnish s commentary on ii corinthians has become the
standard by which others are judged it is praised as a quite superb
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commentary everything that a good commentary should be expository
times by any standard an excellent volume interpretation and perhaps
the definitive commentary on the letter in english journal of the
evangelical theological society in addition furnish has accomplished a
difficult task with remarkable skill and apparent ease biblical theology
bulletin and has given us one of the anchor bible s finest studies catholic
biblical quarterly in the internationally renowned tradition of the anchor
bible series this commentary is an excellent and indispensable tool for
biblical study scholars rarely posses both the gift of academic excellence
and the ability to communicate their expertise in an extremely readable
fashion but furnish succeeds admirably with the right balance of
scholarship and practical application offered in the most accessible prose
with a mastery of primary languages and sources and a lucid discussion
of the first century context of paul s second letter to the corinthians the
reader enters the worldview of the original recipients of this hard hitting
letter in the end furnish successfully navigates the maze of difficulties
faced by the commentator and thankfully helps the general audience
understand what ii corinthians says and means

1 Peter
2000

the significance of the first letter of peter for the formation of christianity
stands in sharp contrast to its brevity john h elliott a leading authority on
this letter brings its significance to life in this magnificent addition to the
renowned anchor bible commentaries elliott sets the letter into context
covering its literary historical theological and linguistic elements in
detailed accessible discussions he draws on the latest research to
illuminate the social and cultural influences on the church in its initial
years treating such important petrine concerns as living honorably in a
hostile society finding meaning in suffering and resisting social
assimilation as the elect and holy family of god the translation notes and
commentary in this volume will help readers appreciate the powerful and
enduring message of this fascinating letter

Matthew
1995-03

this is volume twenty six of the anchor bible a new translation done book
by book with accompanying introduction notes and comments matthew
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is the most familiar of the gospels best known for its parables miracle
narratives and the long sermon on the mount recognized by the early
church as the most fitting introduction to the new testament its special
concern is to announce jesus as the fulfillment of the old testament
hence its emphasis on the law on ethics based on the traditional theology
of the covenant and on the centrality of messianic hope this commentary
sets the understanding of matthew in the context of its author s own
religious and secular background believing that the text should be
approached directly the writers of the commentary make constant use of
the recently discovered historical and linguistic evidence now available to
elucidate it this approach results in placing jesus firmly within the
framework of ascertainable jewish tradition in first century palestine the
writers hold that the claim of jesus to fulfill the law and not to abolish it
must be taken seriously they have therefore taken a fresh look at the
legal discussions in matthew in the light of their examination there
emerges first a revaluation of the meaning attached to such key words as
parables and hypocrite and then a new and vital significance for such
words the result is a new respect for matthew a highly reliable early
source for the ministry of jesus and an examination of that ministry
uncluttered by the presuppositions of various forms of modern platonism

Jonah
1995-03

were jonah s experiences true to the history of ancient israel were they
meant to be read comically philosophically allegorically symbolically or
realistically and is god godly when acting beyond the comprehension of
prophets let alone ordinary human beings these issues and many more
are thoughtfully considered in this meticulously detailed and insightful
translation of the original hebrew text of jonah as created by jewish
authorities during the second half of the first millennium b c e in these
profound and enduring tales realistic events and miraculous incidents
merge and we never have to wait long to witness the power of god s love
or wrath one of the twelve prophets jonah faced more challenges in a
short span of time than any other biblical hero he went to sea and nearly
drowned in the belly of a great fish on land jonah journeyed east to
nineveh where his mission was to spread the word of god in a city
plagued by evil he was tested by god at every tum but even during his
darkest hours his faith never wavered and through all the tumult he
always listened for the comforting voice of the lord author jack m sasson
employs the very latest information in biblical scholarship to interpret the
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many nuances in jonah s seemingly simple story providing greek hebrew
latin aramaic and occasionally syriac and arabic translations this work is
an exciting addition to the world acclaimed anchor bible commentaries
from the hardcover edition

Amos
2007

the life and mission of amos the shepherd and prophet have always
fascinated students of the old testament this rancher farmer from tekoa
summoned dramatically by yahweh to prophesy to israel under the
kingship of jeroboam ii eighth century b c e about the corruption injustice
and religious insincerity of his time has intrigued scholars for centuries
was amos message one of judgment and retribution only or also of
redemption noted scholars francis i andersen and david noel freedman
authors of the critically acclaimed hosea team up to examine and explain
this critical segment of the bible using new insights and modern methods
the authors interpret the text clearly enthusiastically and with startling
perception readers will gain a new understanding of the historical literary
and religious dimensions of the book of amos

Mark: 1-8
2000

through the stories of abraham and sarah moses and rahab whose faith
enabled them to overcome severe trials and conflicts and through the
story of jesus himself whose sufferings opened the way to god s presence
for all the sermon confirms the foundations of the christian faith book
jacket

Hebrews
2001

the anchor bible series offers new book by book translations of the old
and new testament and the apocrypha with commentary this volume on
the book of daniel has been prepared by two distinguished biblical
scholars from the faculty of the catholic university of america alexander a
di lella professor of old testament and the late louis f hartman professor
of semitic languages the book of daniel was written as resistance
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literature to strengthen and console loyal jews of the second century b c
who had to endure religious economic and social oppression at the hands
of antiochus i the inspiring stories in which daniel and his companions
shadrach meshach and abednego survive the ordeals of the lions den
and the fiery furnace dramatize for believers of all time the ultimate test
of faith the willingness to risk one s life for one s beliefs the book of
daniel also includes the famous incident of the handwriting on the wall
and recounts the four vivid dream visions or apocalypses which through
symbols and signs offered interpretations of history and predictions of
future deliverance louis f hartman and alexander a di lella have revealed
the profound religious and human dimensions of the daniel stories they
present daniel as a colorful and dramatic hero unique in biblical literature
an enduring symbol of hope and salvation for all men and women of faith
who must suffer for their beliefs

The Book of Daniel
2005

the anchor bible commentary is the collaborative effort of protestant
catholic and jewish scholars from around the world

Ruth
1975

despite the importance of the book of numbers its rich collection of
stories is not easily assimilated even by the most conscientious of
readers as such it requires the help of an expert guide to thread one s
way through this mixture of interesting episodes and anecdotes on the
one hand and the many lists prescriptive rules ritual regulations and
repeated admonitions on the other professor levine shows us the way
into this difficult and sometimes forbidding book of the bible and we can
be confident of our guide and secure in the knowledge that the one who
led us into the thicket will lead us out again into a broad and fair land
jacket

Numbers 1-20
1993

this text claims that chronicles provides a distinct perspective on much of
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israel s past especially the monarchy the author discusses how the
chronicler s introduction to the people of israel redefines israel itself
explains and defends the transition from saul to david and shows how the
davidic solomonic monarchy was not only a time of incomparable
achievement and glory but also the period during which the nations most
important public institutions the davidic dynasty the jerusalem temple
the priests and the levites took formative shape this text also
systematically employs the dead sea scrolls to reconstruct the biblical
author s text in doing so the author reveals how chronicles is related to
and creatively drawn from many earlier biblical books and presents a
look at its connections in both compositional style and approach to the
historical writings of ancient mesopotamia and classical greece

First Chronicles
2003

exodus is the heart of the hebrew bible the defining moment in israel s
birth as a people the dramatic triumph of their god yahweh pharaoh
moses aaron the hebrew slaves the plagues the red sea these larger than
life characters and epoch making events capture the imagination of
everyone from biblical scholars to movie makers however the meaning
and significance the beauty and nuance of this captivating biblical book
are lost unless we have a world class scripture scholar to open our eyes
to its riches

Exodus 1-18
1999

good advice that stands the test of time those things we all know are true
tips that help us live the good life we call wisdom but one life time is not
enough to master the fine art of living distilled over centuries the biblical
book of ecclesiastes offers us the time tested advice of israel s sages this
is the best of wisdom with echoes of east and west from zen and tao to
merton and moore all rolled into one in ecclesiastes bible scholar choon
leong seow creatively translates and carefully interprets one of the world
s most profound most enduring collections of ancient wisdom sometimes
joyful and exultant other times cynical and fatalistic the ancient author
qohelet teacher wrestles with the ups and downs of real life even today
we recognize and repeat the sayings of this treasure trove of apt advice
the book begins and ends with the infamous claim vanity of vanities says
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qohelet vanity of vanities all is vanity in between the sage leaves no
stone unturned in the search for meaning as the wisdom of biblical
ecclesiastes has stood the test of time so shall dr seow s ecclesiastes
become a classic in the venerated tradition of the anchor bible series

Ecclesiastes
2008

accession 35384 includes bibliographical references indexes

The Acts of the Apostles
1998

world class biblical scholar author fitzmeyer has written a masterful study
onpaul s epistle to the romans that will rival the great commentaries on
romans by martin luther and karl barth fitzmeyer is the author of the
popular anchor bible commentaries on the gospel according to luke

“The” anchor Yale Bible commentary series
1964

in this landmark commentary craig r koester offers a comprehensive look
at a powerful and controversial early christian text the book of revelation
the author provides richly textured descriptions of the book s setting and
language making extensive use of greek and latin inscriptions classical
texts and ancient jewish writings including the dead sea scrolls rather
than viewing revelation as world negating koester focuses on its deep
engagement with social religious and economic issues while addressing
the book s volatile history of interpretation the result is a groundbreaking
study that provides bold new insights and sets new directions for the
continued appreciation of this text publisher s website

Romans
2007

psalms i 1 50 is the first of a three volume commentary on the biblical
book of psalms it offers a unique lively translation of the most beloved
collection of poetry in judeo christian sacred scriptures based on his
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linguistic analysis of both biblical and extrabiblical texts mitchell dahood
s j interprets this hebrew poetry in light of rich linguistic and cultural
evidence dahood s translation captures the beauty and full texture of
hebrew poetry it offers an accurate english rendering framed within the
dynamic poetic forms of the hebrew text through the use of ugaritic and
cognate literature dahood corrects mistranslations and illuminates
previously obscure phrases the fruit of a masterful analysis of the original
texts this fresh translation the comprehensive notes and the
groundbreaking commentary establish dahood s psalms i 1 50 as the
premier commentary on the psalms

Revelation
2014

leviticus was to early israel what the constitution was to the fledgeling
united states in leviticus 23 27 world class bible scholar and rabbi jacob
milgrom shows us what the law means and how it defines those who
adhere to it

Psalms I
1995-03-01

introduction by jane jacobs set from the 1906 first edition

Leviticus 23-27
2001

proverbs 10 31 issued by the yale university press in the anchor yale
bible numbered v 18b in 2009 continuously paged with this volume

Joshua
1982

scholars have traditionally isolated three distinct sections of what is
known as the book of isaiah and inisaiah 40 55 distinguished biblical
scholar joseph blenkinsopp provides a new translation and critical
commentary on the section usually referred to as second or deutero
isaiah the second volume in a three volume commentary it easily
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maintains the high standards of academic excellence established
byisaiah 1 39 second isaiah was written in the sixth century b c e in the
years just before the fall of the mighty babylonian empire by an
anonymous prophet whom history has erroneously identified with the
real isaiah born ca 765 b c e scholars know that second isaiah was
written by someone other than isaiah because the contexts of these
prophecies are so very different when second isaiah was written the
prophet believed that israel s time of suffering was drawing to a close
there was he insisted a new age upon them a time of hope peace and
renewed national prosperity the main thrust of the prophet s argument
was intended to rally the spirits of a people devastated by war and
conquest one of the most famous examples of this optimistic tone is the
well known and beloved song of the suffering servant which is found in
chapters 52 53 and about which blenkinsopp has some challenging new
ideas the final chapters of second isaiah however are in an entirely
different key as it becomes clear that the new world the prophet foresaw
earlier was not going to come to pass this despair finds its most poignant
expression in the final section of the book of isaiah which blenkinsopp will
address in his forthcoming third volume

The Anchor Bible
1964

based on his linguistic analysis of both biblical and extrabiblical texts
mitchell dahood interprets the hebrew poetry of the psalms in the light of
rich cultural and linguistic evidence as well as providing a translation of
these much loved poems

Proverbs 1-9
2000

contains over six thousand alphabetically arranged entries that provide
information about developments and issues associated with the study of
the bible covering people and places versions of the bible methodologies
of bible scholarship and historical and archaeological subjects and
includes illustrations cross references and bibliographies
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Isaiah 40-55
2002

the anchor bible commentary is the collaborative effort of protestant
catholic and jewish scholars from around the world

Psalms III 101-150
1970-01-01

as the early church took shape in the mid first century a d a theological
struggle of great consequence was joined between the apostle paul and
certain theologians who had intruded into the churches founded by the
apostle in galatia writing his letter to the galatians in the midst of that
struggle paul was concerned to find a way by which he could assert the
radical newness of god s act in christ while still affirming the positive
relation of that act to the solemn promise god had made centuries earlier
to abraham with the skill of a seasoned scholar and teacher j louis
martyn enables us to take imaginary seats in the galatian churches so
that we may hear paul s words with the ears of the early christians
themselves listening in this manner we begin to sense the dramatic
intensity of the theological struggle thus coming to understand the
crucial distinctions between the theology of paul and that of his
opponents we can therefore see why galatians proved to be a
momentous turning point in early christianity in this letter paul preached
the decisive and liberating newness of christ while avoiding both the
distortions of anti judaism and his opponents reduction of christ to a
mere episode in the epic of israel s history like the galatians of paul s day
we can begin to hear what the apostle himself called the truth of the
gospel as its predecessors in the anchor bible series have done galatians
successfully makes available all the significant historical and linguistic
knowledge which bears on the interpretation of this important new
testament book a personal letter written by paul in the mid first century
to friends in the churches emerging in the region of galatia where it was
circulated galatians is down to earth and pragmatic this biblical book
requires the modern reader to take a seat in one of the galatian
congregations to listen to paul s letter with galatian ears and discern the
contours of paul s theology that is exactly what dr martyn makes
possible in his marvelous commentary with its careful translation and
creative interpretation of galatians though relatively brief paul s letter is
filled with complex theological and historical issues that demand a
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thorough treatment readers will not be disappointed in dr martyn s
sensitive handling of difficult passages and all will be delighted to have a
fresh translation that makes sense to our modern ears all in all this
volume will stand out as a shining example of top notch scholarship
written for the general reader

The Anchor Bible Dictionary: Si-Z
1992

the anchor bible is known for its tradition of excellence in biblical
scholarship and a commitment to advancing biblical understanding in the
21st century the anchor yale bible series previously the anchor bible
series is a renowned publishing program that for more than 50 years has
produced books devoted to the latest scholarship on the bible and
biblical topics yale university press having acquired this prestigious
series in 2007 is now proud to offer all previously published anchor bible
titles as well as new books more than 115 titles in all many more
volumes are in progress as the ayb editorial board under the direction of
general editor john j collins vigorously pursues the goal of bringing to a
wide audience the most important new ideas the latest research findings
and the clearest possible analysis of the bible widely recognized as the
flagship of american biblical scholarship the anchor yale bible series is
comprised of the anchor yale bible commentary series a book by book
translation and exegesis of the hebrew bible the new testament and the
apocrypha more than 80 titles in all the anchor yale bible dictionary a
state of the art dictionary in six volumes with more than 6 000 entries
from 800 international scholars the anchor yale bible reference library
more than 25 volumes by foremost scholars from a variety of religious
backgrounds who focus on broad biblical themes publisher

Ephesians 1-3
2008

a lengthy introduction which discusses the authorship of the epistles of
john their relationship to the fourth gospel and what they demononstrate
about the followers of john precedes a detailed commentary on the text
of the epistles themselves
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Galatians
2004-12

an updated historical appraisal complements the literary analysis of each
of the book s thirty nine literary units offering a new appreciation of this
main source for the study of israel s early monarchy book jacket

The Anchor Bible: Ruth
1972

in this volume joseph a fitzmyer provides a new commentary on one of
the most important and beloved books of the bible a biblical masterpiece
and a seminal contribution to christian theology first corinthians was
written by st paul to the congregation at corinth in response to a letter
asking him for clarification of some of his teachings in it paul discusses
the basic tenets of christian faith including the lord s supper and the
resurrection and addresses questions about marriage celibacy and other
down to earth matters of moral conduct and christian living it also
contains paul s memorable definition of christian love

Mark 8-16
2009

were jonah s experiences true to the history of ancient israel were they
meant to be read comically philosophically allegorically symbolically or
realistically and is god godly when acting beyond the comprehension of
prophets let alone ordinary human beings these issues and many more
are thoughtfully considered in this meticulously detailed and insightful
translation of the original hebrew text of jonah as created by jewish
authorities during the second half of the first millennium b c e in these
profound and enduring tales realistic events and miraculous incidents
merge and we never have to wait long to witness the power of god s love
or wrath one of the twelve prophets jonah faced more challenges in a
short span of time than any other biblical hero he went to sea and nearly
drowned in the belly of a great fish on land jonah journeyed east to
nineveh where his mission was to spread the word of god in a city
plagued by evil he was tested by god at every tum but even during his
darkest hours his faith never wavered and through all the tumult he
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always listened for the comforting voice of the lord author jack m sasson
employs the very latest information in biblical scholarship to interpret the
many nuances in jonah s seemingly simple story providing greek hebrew
latin aramaic and occasionally syriac and arabic translations this work is
an exciting addition to the world acclaimed anchor bible commentaries

The Epistles of John
1995-03

1 Kings
2001

First Corinthians
2008

Jonah
1990

The Anchor Bible: I Maccabees
1964
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